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                THE COURT OF MUNSIFF, HATSINGIMARI, DHUBRI. 

 

 

     Present: Sri AbhijitSaikia 

Monday, the 25th day of March, 2019 

 

 

MISC. (J) CASE NO. 43/2018 

                     I/C T.S. 45/2016 

 

1. ABDUR RAHMAN 

2. MOSST. AMENA BEWA 

                                                                           ………….   Petitioners 

 
                                                 Versus       

 

                  MOHAMMED ALI AND OTHERS 

                                                                          …………   Opposite Parties 

 

   This case coming on for final hearing on 14/03/2019 in the presence of –  

   Mr. Abdul Baten Sheikh    , Learned Advocate for the petitioners; and  

   Md. S. Ali , Learned Advocate for the opposite parties, 

 

And having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the following 

Order- 
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ORDER 

 

1. The instant Misc. judicial case arises out of a petition under Order I, Rule 

10(2) read with Section 151 of the Code of Civil Procedure,1908. The 

petitioners are seekingtheir transposition as plaintiffs in the main suit vide 

Title Suit No. 45/2016. 

 

2. The brief facts leading to the institution of this case asrevealed from the 

petition are that: 

 

3. The sole plaintiff Halima Khatun (since deceased) had filed the above stated 

Title Suit for cancellation of the Sale Deed No. 51/2008, for recovery of her 

Khaas possession, for a decree of Mesne Profits and for permanent injunction 

against the defendants. The present petitioners were impleaded in the said 

suit as the pro forma defendants No. 1 and 3 respectively. During the 

pendency of the suit, the sole plaintiff above named had expired on 

15.03.2016, leaving no issues behind. Her husband had expired during her 

lifetime. The present petitioners, as well as the pro forma defendant No. 2 of 

that suit, are own brother and sisters of the deceased plaintiff and had jointly 

inherited the properties of the deceased. Consequently, the right to sue 

survives upon them. As the legal heirs of the deceased plaintiff are already 

impleaded in the suit as pro forma defendants, it is necessary to transpose 

their names from pro forma defendants to plaintiffs, thereby substituting the 

sole deceased plaintiff. This is necessary for the final determination of the 

suit. As such, the prayer for transposition. 

 

4. As the opposite parties are already contesting the main suit as principal 

defendants, copies of this petition were served upon them instantly. In due 

course of time, they filed their written objection to this petition wherein they 

stated that the petition is not maintainable and it is barred by limitation.They 

specifically denied the veracity of averments in the petition. The opposite 

parties alleged that the petitioners have filed this petition as by contradicting 

their earlier versions in the main suit. The petition has been filed only to delay 

the disposal of the main suit. Hence, they seek dismissal of the petition. 
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5. I have heard the arguments put forward by the learned counsels forthe two 

sides and I have gone through the case record. 

 

6. The transposition of a defendant as a plaintiff has been contemplated under 

Rule 1-A of Order 23 of the Code, which readsas under.  

7. "Where a suit is withdrawn or abandoned by a plaintiff under Rule 1, and a 

defendant applies to be transposed as a plaintiff under Rule 10 of Order 1, the 

Court shall, in considering such application, have due regard to the question 

whether the applicant has a substantial question to be decided as against any 

of the other defendants."  

 

8. In the instant case, the prayer for transposition arises not out of any 

withdrawal or abandonment by the plaintiff but out of the death of the sole 

plaintiff. The petitioners have stated that the sole plaintiff expired on 

15.03.2016. The main defendants/opposite parties disputed this fact. In 

retaliation, the present petitioners, who are the pro forma defendants of the 

man suit, produced copies of death certificate of the sole plaintiff. As per the 

death certificate, the date of death of the plaintiff is 15.03.2016. It is a well 

settled position that the fact of a birth or death can be prima facie ascertained 

from a certificate issued by the Registrar of Births and Death of the state. This 

certificate holds more importance in the eye of law as compared to any 

certificate issued by the concerned Gaonburha. Hence, I do not find any 

reason to dispute the date of death claimed by the petitioners. 

 

9. The petitioners, who are the pro forma defendants in the main suit, have 

claimed that the sole plaintiff had left no legal heirs behind, as she had died 

issueless and her husband had preceded her in death. They, along with the 

pro forma defendant No. 2 of the main suit, are the surviving brother and 

sisters of the plaintiff and hence must be transposed in her place. It is 

pertinent to mention here that the pro forma defendant No. 2 i.e. 

NurJahanBibi had filed a separate petition vide No. 41/17 with a prayer for her 

substitution in place of the deceased plaintiff. The said petition is pending for 

disposal in the main suit. As there have been no claims from anyone else of 

being a legal heir and successor of the deceased plaintiff, the issue of her 
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substitution is confined to the present pro forma defendants only. This fact is 

further strengthened from the bare reading of the plaint where it has been 

admitted that these pro forma defendants are actually the brother and sisters 

of the plaintiff. Now, as the matter relates to death of the sole plaintiff and 

her substitution, the scenario must be decided as per the provision of Order 

22, Rule 3 of the Code. Therefore, it is necessary that any order for 

substitution of the deceased plaintiff must be made within 90 (Ninety) days of 

the date of death of the plaintiff as per Article 120 of The Limitation Act, 1963. 

The present petition was filed much after the expiry of the said period. 

However, the Case Record of the main suit would reveal that a petition vide 

No. 145/2016 was filed on 08.04.2016, with a prayer that the pro forma 

defendants No. 1 to 3, along with one NurKalam, may be substituted in place 

of the deceased plaintiff. This petition was preferred within the period of 

limitation prescribed under the Act. It is pertinent to mention that this petition 

was never decided as the petitioners of the instant Misc. Case withdrew the 

same, in order to seek the relief in the present form. Therefore, the 

petitioners had raised the prayer within the prescribed period of limitation. 

That being decided in the affirmative, the delay in filing the present petition is 

condoned.  

 

10. In Jethiben vs. Maniben (AIR 1983 Guj 194), the Honorable Gujarat High 

Court had considered the scope of Rule 1-A of Order 23. It was held that 

Order 23, Rule 1-A is intended to transpose defendant as plaintiff only if 

defendant has interest identical with the interest of plaintiff. Otherwise, Order 

23, Rule 1-A is not applicable…….The intention is to avoid multiplicity of 

proceedings at the instance of pro forma defendant who has identical claim 

vis-a-vis plaintiff. In the present suit, the petitioners are the pro forma 

defendants in the main suit. This means that no effective relief has been 

sought against them. Admittedly, they are the surviving heirs of the plaintiff 

and responsible for securing her interests in the suit property, which is a part 

and parcel of the ancestral property. Therefore, the petitioners, as well as 

NurJahanBibi, have identical interests as that of the plaintiff and are eligible 

for transposition as the plaintiffs, in place of the deceased plaintiff. The 

objections raised against such transposition do not hold any merit and are 

accordingly rejected.  
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11. Therefore, the prayer of the petitioners is allowed. The petitioners, along with 

NurJahanBibi, be transposed as the plaintiffs in the main suit vide T.S. 

45/2016. Also, necessary amendments be made in the body of the plaint so as 

to accommodate the same.   

The instant petition and Misc. case is hereby disposed. 

Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this the 25thday of March, 

2019at Hatsingimari, Dhubri.  

 

 

                                                                            ABHIJIT SAIKIA, 

                                                                 MUNSIFF, HATSINGIMARI, DHUBRI. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TYPED BY ME:  AbhijitSaikia - Munsiff, Hatsingimari, Dhubri. 
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